Sri Mission’s 10 letters correspondingly represents its amazing highly effective and rewarding 10 objectives as follows:

1. Awareness is available. Sri Mission has got very simple, easy, costless, effective methods to bring awareness in various ends:
   - Convenience there is one of its kind total awareness organization “SRI MISSION” which is single window where all types of needy part of the world for each and every one. In one word Awareness is all in one. Awareness freely easily creates your heaven on earth.

2. Need of the unique awareness is universal. It is needed in every step of life and every breath of life. Awareness is needed for ever, every level of awareness is the prime cause for all problems in the world. Awareness is the foundation for all round prosperity. “ONLY AWARENESS IS THE EVER SOLE PROTECTION”.

   * Lack of awareness is the reason for all religious conflicts. * Lack of awareness is the reason for all misunderstandings. * Lack of awareness is the reason for split in the never breakable life long married lives. * Lack of awareness is the reason for ego and enmities. * Lack of awareness is the reason for hatred. * Lack of awareness is the reason for anger. * Lack of awareness is the reason for pitiable poverty. * Lack of awareness is the reason for ill health. * Lack of awareness is the prime reason for illiteracy. * Lack of awareness is the prime reason for jealousy.

   * Lack of awareness is the reason for all religious conflicts. * Lack of awareness is the reason for various disastrous accidents. * Only lack of awareness is the prime reason for invaluable loss of millions of human lives and billions of properties from natural calamities. * Lack of awareness is the prime reason for intolerance. * Lack of awareness is the reason for human blindness – ignorance. * Lack of awareness is the reason for lack of wisdom. * Shortage of awareness is the important reason for invaluable environmental degradation. * It is only the difference of awareness with same resource individuals how one prospers and one who lags behind.

3. Awareness is the mind torch in the midnight darkness. * Awareness is the guiding son for the darkness filled life.

   * Awareness is a whip for a lazy horse. * Lack of awareness is the key for strained relations. * Awareness is the only key to make wealth. * Awareness is the prime requirement for everlasting and inspiring leadership. * Awareness is the prime requirement to attract people. * Awareness plays the prime role in good public speaking to impress the public. * Awareness is the great inspirer for deep thinking. * Awareness is the initiative for realization of ever creative, precious silence. * Awareness is the genius, which makes a practitioner a great artist. * It is only the awareness which makes a great thinker to a great scientist.

4. Awareness only makes a creative thinker a great painter of acclaim. * It is none other than awareness which turns an attempter (ameture) writer to an acclaimed writer. * It is the awareness which turns a nature observer to a great poet. * It is only the inspiration of the awareness by which an ordinary man turns to an ever inspiring noble inventor. * It is the precious awareness which turns an ordinary person to a spiritual leader. * Awareness brightens lives. * Awareness lightens lives. * Awareness is enemy of darkness.

   * Awareness is enemy of ignorance. * Awareness enhances sharpness.

   * Awareness makes you to realize the value of time. * Awareness makes you punctual. * Awareness eliminates lives’ hurdles. * It makes your life’s flow calm and smooth. * Awareness is foundation for peace. * Awareness is the perfect ladder for steady growth. * Awareness is the main trick to win competition. * It is the trade secret to win any race. * It is the real clue to clear any complicated conflict. * It is the main shortage for any misguidance. * It is the prime requirement for self confidence. * It is the firm foundation for self determination.

   * Awareness is the only key to make wealth. * It is the requirement to multiply your wealth. * It is the necessity to protect your precious wealth and it is the need to enhance your savings. * It is the requirement to reduce your tax burden. * Awareness is your mobile wealth. * Awareness is assured wealth. * It is in fact invisible advance wealth.

   * Awareness is the necessity to have right understanding. * Awareness is the prime requirement for right planning. * Awareness is the requirement for proper management. * It is the necessity to have right self discipline. * Awareness is the requirement to do any job perfectly. * Awareness is your dearest friend. * Your awareness is your dependable advisor. * Awareness is your lovable guardian. * Awareness is your sixth sense. * Awareness is your teacher.

   * Awareness is your guide. * Awareness is your enmity eliminator. * Awareness is the tension eliminator. * Awareness strengthens relations. * Awareness develops new relations. * Awareness is involved in walking. * It is also needed in breathing. * Lack of awareness is the reason for all wasteful expenditure. * It is the lack of awareness the reason for all unwanted show businesses. * Awareness is a marvelous miracle multiple tool.

   * Awareness is the right lubrication to handle a tight situation. * It is a wonderful screw driver to tighten a troublesome screw. * It is the most suitable spanner to set right a problematic bolt. * It is the precious rope to save valuable lives from disastrous bad habits. * It is the right x-ray to identify one’s hidden talent. * Awareness is the perfect injection for hidden all fears. * It is the precious steering of the life vehicle. * Awareness is the wide open bridge between expectations and supply. * It is the powerful attracting magnet to acquire wisdom. * Awareness is the real key which makes you realize the left over time of life and distance to your goal.

Need of the unique awareness is universal. It is needed in every step of life and every breath of life. Awareness is needed for ever, every part of the world for each and every one. In one word Awareness is all in one. Awareness freely easily creates your heaven on earth. Without it, life is simply invited hell on earth.

If awareness is so precious then, how to acquire that invaluable, all-round, beneficial awareness? It is very very simple. For your convenience there is one of its kind total awareness organization “SRI MISSION” which is single window where all types of needy awareness is available. Sri Mission has got very simple, easy, costless, effective methods to bring awareness in various ends:

1ST LEVEL OF AWARENESS: Sri Mission has chosen highly rewarding 10 objectives covering almost all common mans daily needs. Sri Mission’s 10 letters correspondingly represents its amazing highly effective and rewarding 10 objectives as follows:
2ND LEVEL OF AWARENESS: Sri Mission is conducting periodical awareness lectures right from August 1998 covering all sorts of needy subjects to the common man in routine life by qualified, experienced, professional speakers absolutely free of cost on various timely needed topics. So far, we have conducted more than 200 topics which were highly absorbed and accepted by the society.

3RD LEVEL OF AWARENESS: Sri Mission has introduced its periodical first of its kind e-magazine “MASTER” in the month of October 2002. Its covers various types of awareness news, information, articles, guidelines on common mans daily needy subjects like health, prosperity, investments, safety, security, legal aspects, crime, banking, food, science, personality development, protection, conservation and many more subjects. The magazine will be sent absolutely free of cost to thousand of readers covering rural, urban and abroad.

4TH LEVEL OF AWARENESS: “Art of awareness living” circular series: Life turn around short and sweet highly informative circular on common man various needy daily routine subjects printed on one page and circulated free at schools, colleges, exhibitions, bus stands, railway stations, Air port, melas, conferences, various group association meetings etc. The highly informative and extremely effective these art of awareness circulars have brought amazing change and extra ordinary reforms in the society. So far we have issued:
a. To reduce ever increasing world population “SINGLE CHILD FAMILY’S 70 BENEFITS” : lakhs of copies freely circulated in 12 languages English, Hindi, Telugu, Tamil, Kannada, Malayalam, Orria, Marathi, gujarathi, Bengali, Urdu, Punjabi.
b. Awareness Tips to eradicate self poverty.
c. Awareness Tips to Become Inspiring Teacher.

We have distributed lakhs of copies in rural and urban areas for the well fare and safety of the man kind. Even in future, we have got plans to circulate dozens of new circulars on various timely needed awareness subjects.

5TH LEVEL OF AWARENESS: PREVENTION AWARENESS THEORY (PET): Life turn around short and sweet highly informative pocket size awareness message books on common man various needy daily routine subjects printed and will be distributed at reasonable rate for students as well as common people. To provide a job opportunities and income generation at the rural level as well as to reach the precious awareness message at every nook and corner of the society, these books will be distributed by individuals at high commission at rural areas.

6TH LEVEL OF AWARENESS: DATE: Sri Mission has got a very unique kind of awareness bringing method through a simple, novel, easy, costless, effective means of spreading awareness on unlimited number of subjects without any hassles. i.e. by erecting a black board at schools, colleges, office complexes, shopping malls, village, town and urban centres and writing a message in a sentence which will be highly attractive, effective and result oriented under the title “DAILY AWARENESS THOUGHT for EXCELLENCE”. Sri Mission has already started few date boards two years back which have tremendous response and appreciation from the society.

SRMISMISSION is Awareness mission for the world peace having different divisions to spread peace and prosperity easily. * I DIVISION: Fundamental 10 objectives elaborately explained in our website. * II DIVISION: Under “UNIQUE LIMITED UNIVERSITY” any service minded person can easily conduct periodical awareness lectures at schools / PU colleges / tutorials / libraries / NGO’s / home, periodically with less than Rs.100 expenditure per month. * III DIVISION: For free unique periodical awareness e-mag “MASTER” mail your request to master.emag@gmail.com. * IV DIVISION: On all common mans needy subjects immensely informative “ART OF AWARENESS LIVING” 108 circular series. Industries/business/NGO/ who want to spread their message / service minded individuals can sponsor these circulars with their business promotion / personnel message, address, ph. No. etc. 1000 copies for just Rs. 500/-.

SRI MISSION’S OBJECTIVES
SMALLEST FAMILY ADOPTION: BUILDS YOUR UNDREAMED HEAVEN FREE
ROOT OUT HUNGER: SAVES EXPENDITURE AND IMPROVES HEALTH
ILLITERACY ERADICATION: TORCH FOR TARGETED LIFE
MEDITATION PRACTICE: MAKES YOUR MIND A MASTER
INHIBIT BAD HABITS: PREVENTS FROM LIFE DISASTERS
SIMPLE LIVING PRACTICE: SECRET OF MEANINGFUL LIVING
STRUGGLE AGAINST CALAMITIES: SAVES PRECIOUS LIVES AND PROPERTIES FROM DISASTERS
INDUCE SELF DISCIPLINE: LIFE’S SOLE TURNAROUNDER
OUT WAR: TO KNIT THE WORLD
NON-VIOLENCE PRACTICE: TO SPREAD LOVE AND PEACE.

SOCIAL SERVICE IS THE ULTIMATE SUPREME GOAL OF LIFE.
Art of awareness living circular gift from
SMT.K.SARASWATAMMA & SRI.K.KESAVARAJU MEMORIAL TRUST
VARIOUS KINDS OF FREE INFORMATIONS & GUIDANCE CENTER